Introduction
Knowledge bases extend databases by managing general, nonfactual information. Nonfactual knowledge is represented by menns of deduction rules and integrity constraints [GMN84, 1%ei84, UI188] . Deduction rules -called, in some cases, views -permit to derive definite knowledge from stored data. Typical examples of deduction rules define flight connections in terms of direct flights, and subordination of employees to managers from membership to and leadership of departments. In contrast, integrity constraints can be used for expressing indefinite and negative information. An integrity constraint can for example claim the existence of a manager in each department without choosing a definite person. Another constraint may require a direct flight on every day from Munich to Paris-Charles-de-Gaule or to Paris-Orly, without imposing the choice of one of the two airports. An integrity constraint can also forbid that someone manages two distinct departments. Restricted kinds of integrity constraints, called dependencies, have been often considered expressive enough for database applications [FV83] . However, as dependencies can neither express complex relationships, nor existence and disjunctive properties, more general integrity constraints are often needed for knowledge base applieations.
Some integrity constraints express properties that must be fuUfilled in each of the states resulting from updating a knowledge base. They are called 'state' or 'static constraints'. Other constraints refer to both the current and the updated knowledge base. They are called 'transition' or 'dynamic constraints'. Assuming that the current state satisfies the static constraints, those can be viewed as post-conditions for updates, i.e., as a simple form of dynamic constraints. As noted in lUll88], static integrity constraints can be expressed using the knowledge base query language as yes/no queries, i.e., formally, as closed formulas [GMN84, Rei84] . For expressing dynamic constraints, however, a slight extension of the query language is needed: Statements referring to the current state must be distinguished from statements related to the updated knowledge base.
If a knowledge base is compelled to satisfy static integrity constraints, these constraints have to be verified after each update. This can be achieved by handling the static integrity constraints as post-conditions and simply re-evaluating them in the new state. This naive approach is however often inefficient, for most updates affect only part of the data and therefore only part of the static integrity constraints. Methods have been proposed that profit from the satisfaction of the static integrity constraints in the state prior to the update for simplifying their evaluation in the updated knowledge base. Consider for example a static integrity constraint requiring that all employees speak English. If it is satisfied in the current state, it is sufficient to check that every new employee speaks English for ensuring the desired property in all states. With more general integrity constraints, the definition and the computation of such an update-dependent necessary and sufficient condition is oI~ten less trivial. This article is devoted to analyzing methods that systematically generate such conditions from updates and general static integrity constraints.
These methods are presented in the literature from wrious points of view. In particular, some authors describe the simplification of a static constraint with respect to an update as the specialization of a logic programm -the static constraint -with respect to some input data -the update. The same problem has also been regarded as the generation of a dynamic constraint from a static one. Indeed, simplified forms of static constraints on the one hand impose conditions on the updated state, and on the other hand refer, through the update definition, to the knowledge base state prior to the update.
Processing static integrity constraints has been investigated since declarative query languages are considered, i.e., roughly since relational databases are studied. Early work on integrity verification has investigated whether simple updates could affect some static integrity constraints. The specialization of static integrity constraints with respect to updates has been proposed first by Nicolas in [Nic79] and by Blaustein in [Bla81] . These two seminal papers considered relational databases, i.e., knowledge bases without deduction rules. The necessary extensions needed in the presence of deduction rules have been investigated by several authors fTom various points of view during the mid-eighties. Since then, a considerable number of articles on integrity verification has been published. Over the last three years, more than fifteen approaches have been described. Since different terminologies and formalisms are used, it is rather difficult to compare the various proposals and to recognize whether methods from different authors significantly differ. This article aims at giving a comprehensive state-of-the-art in integrity verification.
With the aim of overcoming differences in form not reflecting differences of principles, we first describe the techniques involved in integrity constraint verification in a common formalism. This formalization gives rise to recognizing strong similarities between two aspects of integrity verification -the specialization of constraints and the computation of resulting changes. We show that, in fact, computing specialized constraints is a form of partial computation of resulting changes. Then, we consider several proposals. Relying on the formalization we introduced, we analyse their commonalities and differences. This article consists of five sections, the first of which is this introduction. In Section 2, we present background notions. We propose a formalization of deduction rules, updates, and integrity constraints. Section 3 is devoted to describing the principles of integrity verification. We first consider specializing constraints with respect to updates, then the propagation of updates through deduction rules. Finally, we give a unified view of these two issues. Section 4 is an overview of the literature on integrity verification. We summarize the article and we indicate directions for further research in Section 5.
Knowledge Bases: A Formalization
Various languages can be adopted for expressing knowledge, but stylistic differences do not necessarily reflect differences of principles. A same deduction rule for example can be expressed as an SQL view or k la PROLOG -even recursive rules are not forbidden by the definition of SQL [Dat85], although they are rejected by the current implementations. The choice of either style does not impose any evaluation paradigm, though most current systems associate with each style given evaluation techniques. In this section, we introduce a formalism for describing the components of knowledge bases that are relevant to integrity verification: Deduction rules, updates, and integrity constraints. We emphazise that the formalism described here is not proposed as a language for knowledge base designers or users: Styles closer to natural or programming languages could be more convenient for users that are not familiar with mathematical notations.
We think that the formalism proposed below permits to describe large classes of systems. In particular, it can be used for formalizing the conventional update languages of databases as well as updating facilities more recently considered in logic programming, deductive databases, and knowledge bases.
We rely on the nowadays classical formalization of relational and deductive databases in logic [GMN84, 1~ei84, Ul188] . A knowledge base consists of finitely many relations. A relation is a set of tuples. Relations are not necessarily in first normal form, i.e., tuples may contain nested terms. tl.elation names are interpreted in logic as predicate symbols, and term constructors occurring in tuples as function symbols. Thus, a knowledge base KB defines a finite first-order logic language s
The variables of this language range over the components of tuples: This is a domain calculus. Though no more expressive than tuple calculi, domain calculi are more convenient for a simple description of integrity constraint specialization and computation of resulting changes. However, a t~ple calculus may be more convenient in other contexts. We recall that information which is not provable is considered proven false (closed world assumption).
It is often convenient to strongly restrict the syntax of deduction rules, in order to focus on the core of some issue. In particular, many studies on query evaluation consider DATALOG [Ul188] or DATALOG N~ [AV88] rules, for investigating respectively the evaluation of recursive rules, or the processing of negation. Since integrity constraints are in general expressed in a more permissive syntax, it is sensitive to allow, in a study on integrity verification, a free syntax for deduction rules as well. We shall therefore not explicitly mention syntactical restrictions imposed by a query evaluator such as, for example, the exclusion of recursive predicate definitions in deduction rules, of explicit universal quantifications~ or of function symbols. We assume to have a query evaluator at our disposal and we assume that deduction rules and integrity constraints fulfill the syntactical restrictions that are necessary for the soundness, completeness, and exhaustivity of the considered evaluator.
Integrity verification however does require a syntactical restriction, namely, that deduction rules and integrity constraints are 'range-restricted'. We first recall the definition of deduction rules and static integrity constraints. Then, we define ranges and range-restriction. We introduce a formalism for expressing general updates in terms of deduction rules. Finally, we give a definition of dynamic constraints.
Deduction Rules and Static Integrity Constraints
A deduction rule is an implicative formula which defines -part or all -of a relation.
Definition I:
A rule defining an n-ary relation p is denoted by p(tx, ..., t~) *--Q where Q is a well-formed formula [Smu88] -possibly containing quantifiers -, and where the tis are terms. The atom P(h, .-., t~) is called the head of the rule, the formula Q its body.
Formally, the rule P(h, ..-, tn) ~ Q denotes the formula Vxl...gXk [Q =~ p(h, -.., tn)] where xl, ..., xk are the variables occurring freely in p(tl, ..., t~) or Q.
Intuitively, the evaluation of Q over the considered knowledge base KB returns values for the xls. These instantiations affect those terms tl in which some xjs occur and define p-tuples. Q can be viewed as a query with target list (xl, ..., xk). More formally, if a is an instantiation of the xjs such that Qa holds in KB -noted, KB ~-Q~ -then the instantiated term p(tl, ..., tn)a belongs to the extension of p -KB k" p(tl, ..., tn)a.
Definition 2:
A static integrity constraint is a closed well-formed formula [Smu88] in the language of the knowledge base, i.e., a formula the variables of which are all quantified.
It is worth noting that some knowledge can be represented either by means of deduction rules, or as integrity constraints. This is the case, for example, for the statement:
Other statements, however, can only be used as integrity constraints, like, for example:
More generally, in the current state-of-the-art in query evaluation, deduction rules cannot serve for defining existential and disjunctive statements. Such properties must be expressed by means of integrity constraints.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the connectives -,, A, V. We assume that ,, ~=, and ~ are expressed through -% A, and V according to the well-known equivalences: In order to ensure that deduction rules define ground tuples -i.e., tuples without unbound variables -the bodies of rules have to provide ranges for the fi'ee variables. Before formally defining ranges, we illustrate this notion with examples. The variables x and y in the rule p(x, y) ~-q(x) V r(y) are not both bound by an evaluation of the body q(x) V r(y): This body is not a range for x and y. In contrast, evaluating the body of the rule s(x, y) ~--t(x) A u(y) A (q(x) V r(y)) binds all variables.
The following definition considers the various possible combinations of logical connectives that yield expressions -called 'ranges' -whose evaluations bind a set of variables. In this section, we describe a formalism for defining set updates. Many studies on integrity verification mention only single tuple updates -i.e., the insertion or the removal of a given tuple. The reason for this apparent restriction is that the techniques involved in integrity verification can be extended without difficulties from single tuple updates to set updates. We first define set updates. Then, we show that more general updates -such as intensional and sequential updates -can be expressed in terms of deduction rules. Thus, an integrity verification method that takes deduction rules and set updates into account is in fact also applicable to more general updates.
Set updates are necessary since the modifications of a knowledge base that are meaningful from the application viewpoint, often affect more than one relation. If, for example, an employee leaves a company, one may have to remove a first tuple from a relation listing the affectation of employees to projects, and a second tuple from another relation with administrative data (address, salary, etc. ). An update may affect deduction rules as well as factual data. Since relations are the usual way to represent sets in knowledge bases, we shall rely on two relations 'to-be-removed' and 'to-be-inserted' for describing set updates. Thus, the insertion of a fact p(a, b, c) and the removal of a deduction rule q(x, y) ~ r(x, z) A s(z, y) will be denoted by the two facts:
For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that modifications are expressed by means of insertions and removals. Thus, changing the address of the employee John from Munich into Paris is expressed as:
to-be-inserted( address(John, Paris) ) to-be-removed( address(John, Munich) )
We assume a non-sequential, instantaneous semantics for set updates. Given a set update U to a knowledge base KB, the updated knowledge base KBu is obtained by removing from KB all facts and rules marked in U as 'to-be-removed', and by inserting into KB all expressions 'to-be-inserted'. The following definition formalizes this semantics.
Definition 5:
An update U to a knowledge base KB consists of two (finite) unary relations 'to-beinserted' and 'to-be-removed' ranging over deduction rules and ground facts in the language/:(KB) of KB.
The updated knowledge base KBu defined by U and KB is defined as KBu = ( KB \ {El to-be-removed(E) E U} ) O {E I to-be-inserted(E) E U}
where a difference A \ B of two knowledge bases A and B contains the facts of A that are not in B, and the deduction rules of A that are not variant of rules in B.
This definition calls for some comments. First, the formalism of Definition 5 only permits one to define set updates, not to specify when to perform them. This second issue requires to extend the declarative specification language we have considered above -for facts, deduction rules, integrity constraints, and update definitions -into a procedural, data manipulation language. Such an extension can be done in various ways. One of them is to keep clearly separated the declarative specification and query language from the procedural manipulation language [Dat85, MKW89] . Other approaches INK87, NT89, dS88a, dS88b] do not really distinguish the two languages.
Second, as they are defined above, updates may contain both 'to-be-inserted(E)' and 'to-beremoved(E)' for a same fact or rule E. Such updates seem inconsistent. However, they are welldefined because Definition 5 gives priority to insertions over removals: In presence of conflicting updating requirements, the insertion prevails. One could question, whether the opposite priority would not be more convenient for some applications. One could even suggest to consider more sophisticated priorities, depending for example on the predicate defined by the fact or the rule. We do not want to argue in favor of any definition: Which one is more convenient is likely to be application dependent. Modifying Definition 5 appropriately does not affect the issues investigated in this paper.
Finally, Definition 5 interprets set updates as non-sequential, instantaneous changes: No semantics are associated with the intermediate states that might be temporarily reached during the computation of KBu from KB. In other words, set updates are "atomic transactions": As far as integrity verification is concerned, they are indivisible. If U is a set update of a knowledge base KB, the static integrity constraints express conditions on KB and KBu but on no intermediate state temporarily reached during the computation of KBu from KB.
In the rest of this section, we propose to formMize more general updates than set updates in terms of deduction rules. We consider first intensional updates, then sequential updates.
One often needs the capability to refer to a set update by specifying the facts and rules 'to-beinserted' or 'to-be-removed' through a query on the current knowledge base. For example, let us assume that flights are stored in a ternary relation 'flight' the attributes of which are, successively, the departure airport, the arrival airport, and the flight number. The query flight(Munich, y, z) A in(y, France) characterizes the flights from Munich to French airports. Therefore, the removal of these flights is well characterized by the formula:
Such a universal formula is, in fact, a deduction rule for the meta-relation 'to-be-removed':
to-be-removed( flight(Munich, y, z) ) ~ flight(Munich, y, z) A in(y, France)
To make such rule-based expression of set updates possible, Definition 5 does not need to be modified, provided that the non-sequential, instantaneous semantics of set updates is not abandoned. This means that the non-sequential semantics of Definition 5 can be kept if deduction rules defining the relations 'to-be-inserted' and 'to-be-removed' are not seen as defining triggers or production rules. The non-sequential semantics of Definition 5 requires that bodies of rules for 'to-be-inserted' and 'to-be-removed' are all evaluated on the same knowledge base state, namely on the state prior to any change.
Other rule-based definitions of updates have been considered, e.g., in [AV87, AV88, Abi88], and in the languages LDL INK87, NT89] and RDL1 [dS88a, dS88b] . In these studies, insertions and removals are immediately triggered, as soon as a rule body is satisfied. Therefore, bodies of updating rules are evaluated on different states. Such a processing leads to complex semantic issues: In particular, updates may be non-deterministic. In contrast, Definition 5 gives a deterministic semantics, for KBu is always uniquely defined whatever are U and KB.
The notion of range-restricted rules -Definition 4 -must be extended to deduction rules defining updates. Clearly, it would not make sense to restrict rule-based definitions of updates to insertion and removal of ground deduction rules! Definition 6 formalizes range-restricted update rul,es.
Definition 6:
A rule to-be-inserted(E) ~-B or to-be-removed(E) ~-B is range-restricted if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 9 E is an atom and the rule E ~ B is range-restricted.
E = (H .-C) and the rule H ~--(B A C) is range-restricted.
Intuitively, range-restriction for rule-defined updates of deduction rules ensures that those variables not bound by the evaluation of the rule-update body will be bound during the evaluation of the inserted or removed rule.
It is worth noting the close similarity between intensionally defined updates and updates of deduction rules. An intensional update permits one to explicitly affect all the employees with a certain skill to a certain project. Inserting a new rule allows to implicitly define these employees as affected to the considered project. The effect of both updates is the same as far as the semantics is concerned. However, the intensionally defined update results in the insertion of new facts, while these facts remain implicit by the rule insertion.
Updating transactions are often defined as sequences of changes, the subsequent changes being defined in terms of the knowledge base state resulting from the previous changes. If such a sequential transaction is atomic with respect to integrity, i.e., no intermediate state is compelled to satisfy integrity constraints, it cannot be formalized as a sequence of atomic set update transactions. We conclude this section by showing how deduction rules of a new type can be used to express sequential updates in terms of set updates.
In order to express sequential updates, one needs a formalism for distinguishing between various states of a knowledge base. We propose to annotate queries with states as follows. Given two non-sequential updates U~ and U2 and a query Q, the expression 'after(U1, Q)' will denote the query Q against the knowledge base KB1 = KBu,. Similarly, 'after(U1, after(Us, Q))' represents the query Q on the updated knowledge base obtained from KB by U1 followed by U2, i.e., on the knowledge base KBuj u2.
Definition 7:
Let KB be a knowledge base, U an update of KB, and Q a query in the language Z(KB) of KB.
The term 'after(U, Q)' denotes the query Q on the knowledge base KBu.
A sequential update S on KB is a finite ordered list [U1, .... Un] such that U1 is a non-sequential update of KB, and each Ui (i =2, ..., n) is a non-sequential update of KBu~...uI_~.
Since Definition 7 makes use of a meta-predicate, namely 'after', it is a rather natural question whether the semantics of sequential updates is first-order or not. One can first remark that updates are as such not, strictly speaking, expressible in classical first-order logic. This logic is untemporal, indeed, and does not provide one with any means for expressing changes of theories. However, one can observe that a query 'after(U, Q)' has indeed a first-order semantics, for it represents the query Q -a first-order formula -on the knowledge base KBu -a first-order theory. In other words, the meta-predicate 'after' does not need to be interpreted in second-order logicsee lend72] w 4.4, p. 281-289.
In this section, we have proposed a language for defining sequential and non-sequential update intentions by means of special facts and deduction rules. In Section 3.2, we show how to implement a hypothetical reasoning evaluator by means of deduction rules, in order to simulate query evaluation on an updated knowledge base, without actually updating the knowledge base.
Dynamic Integrity Constraints
The 'after' meta-predicate introduced in Definition 7 can be used for expressing dynamic integrity constraints. Given a -possibly sequential -update U of a knowledge base KB, let us extend the language/:(KB) of KB with 'after(U, .)' expressions. A dynamic integrity constraint of KB is simply a closed formula in this extended language. The following definition formalizes this remark.
Definition 9:
Let KB be a knowledge base and U an update of KB. The set of formulas $'u(KB) is inductively defined as follows: 9 F a Yu(KB) if F is a formula in ~:(KB) 9 after(U, F) E ~'u(KB) if F is a formula in Z:(KB)
, and if 0 is a logical connective 9 Qx F G .Tu(KB) if F is a formula in /:(KB), x is a free variable in F, and Q denotes Y or 3
A dynamic integrity constraint is a closed formula F in ~-u(KB) which is not also a formula in the language/:(KB).
Closed formulas in/:(KB) are not dynamic integrity constraints, for they contain no occurrences of 'after' and therefore do not express relationships between two successive knowledge base states.
One could extend Definition 9 by defining constraints related to more than two knowledge base states. We do not give such a definition here because constraints referring to more than two states are not needed for expressing specialized forms of static integrity constraints with respect to updates.
Integrity Verification: Principles
In this section, we first consider specializing static integrity constraints with respect to (possibly sequential) set updates. Then, we show how deduction rules can serve to specify -and implement -a hypothetical reasoning that simulates an updated knowledge base. This reasoning propagates the updates through the deduction rules of the knowledge base. Finally, we give a unified view of the two issues: We show how constraint specialization can be viewed as update propagation.
Specialization of Static Integrity Constraints
For the sake of clarity, we introduce the specialization techniques stepwise, for static integrity constraints of increasing structural complexity. We consider first ground, quantifier-free static integrity constraints, then constraints with universal and existential quantifiers.
The quantifier-free constraints with simplest syntax are ground literals -i.e., facts or negated facts. Although very restricted, this type of constraint is sometimes useful. A factual static constraint like 'department(financial)' ensures, for example, that a company always has a financial department. Let --p(a, b) be such a constraint. Clearly, it is violated by all updates containing to-be-inserted(p (a, b) ). It is also violated by updates U that do not explicitly require the insertion of p(a, b), but result in the truth of p(a, b), i.e., are such that KBu k p(a, b). For example, if KB contains the deduction rule p(x, y) e-q(x) A r(y), U = {to-be-inserted(q(a)), to-be-inserted(r(b))} is such an update. This is a general phenomenon: In order to determine the effect of an update on static integrity constraints, one has to take into account all changes resulting from the update. The following definition formalizes the notion of resulting change.
Definition i0:
Let KB be a knowledge base, U an update of KB, and F a ground fact.
F is an insertion resulting from U if KBu i-F and KB V F. F is a removal resulting from U if KBu b -~F and KB V -~F -i.e., KB k-F and KBu ~/F.
In the same way as we defined updates by means of the two relations 'to-be-inserted' and 'to-beremoved', we shall consider two relations 'resulting-insertion' and 'resulting-removal' for denoting the changes resulting from an update. Using the meta-predicate 'after' of Definition 7 and the deduction rule formalism, one can reformulate Definition 10 as follows:
where F denotes a ground fact in the language/:(KB) of the knowledge base KB under consideration. For negative ground literals -~F, we have:
Using this formalism, a static integrity constraint -,p(a, b) which is satisfied by a knowledge base KB is violated by an update U if and only if resulting-insertion(U, p(a, b)) is true. Similarly, an update U violates a positive constraint q(b) satisfied in KB if and only if resulting-removal(U, q(b)). These conditions can be expressed as -,resulting-insertion(U, p(a, b)) and --resultingremoval(U, q(b)), or by the following conditional statements:
resulting-insertion(U, p(a, b)) =r false resulting-removal(U, q(b)) =~ false
These update dependent specialized forms of static integrity constraints are dynamic integrity constraints.
Since a conjunctive integrity constraint like p(a, b) A q(c) can be represented by the two constraints p(a, b), q(c), there are no lessons to be learned from considering such compound expressions. Disjunctions are, however, more interesting. Assume that KB satisfies the disjunctive constraint C = p(a, b) V q(c). C is violated in KBu if both p(a, b) and q(c) are false in this knowledge base. Therefore, if one of the disjuncts of C is a resulting removal, the other disjunct p(a, b) must be true in KBu. This is expressed by the following implications:
Before considering quantified constraints, we formalize the specialization of static integrity constraints. The following definition derives dynamic integrity constraints from static integrity constraints.
Definition 11:
Let C be a ground formula. S(C) is the set of formulas obtained from C as follows: For each atom A occurring in C, S(C) contains the implication resulting-remo,val(U, A) =~ after(U, Ci/f~a,e) if A has positive polarity in C resulting-insertion(U, A) =V after(U, CA/t~e) if A has negative polarity in C where CA/x is the formula obtained from C by replacing A by x.
The following classical implications permit one to simplify the formulas of a set S(C): F V false :=~ F, F A false =# false, -,false =6 true, F A true =# F, F V true :o true, -~true =6 false: etc.
Consider for example the static integrity constraint: C = (p(a) V --q(b)) A -~(r(c) V r(d)). After simplification the set S(C) consists of:
A further simplification permits one to rewrite 'after(U, false)' as 'false': 'false' is provable in no knowledge base, indeed.
If C is a clause, i.e., if C is a literal or a disjunction of literals, S(C) is obtained by resolving out the literals of C. If L is such a positive literal and if R is the corresponding resolvent, S(C) contains the implication: resulting-removal(U, L) =~ after(U, 1%)
If L is a negative literal -,A, S(C) contains the implication:
resulting-insertion(U, A) ~ after(U, 1%)
Definition 11 may be seen as relying on an extension of unit resolution to general, nonclausal ground formulas.
The following Proposition establishes the correctness of the Definition 11.
Proposition 1:
Let KB be a knowledge base, let U be an update of KB, and let C be a static integrity constraint such that KB F C.
KBo P C if and only if KB U after(U, KB) F F, for all F E S(C)
where 'after(U, KB)' denotes the extension {Mter(U, A) ] KBu I-A} of the relation 'after'.
[Proof.-By structural induction on C.]
Consider now the universally quantified static constraint: C = Vx p(x) =~ -~q(x). If resultinginsertion(U, p(a)) holds, then the truth of C in KBu requires that --q(a) holds in KBu. Similarly, if resulting-removal(U,-~q(c)), i.e., resulting-insertion(U, q(c)) holds, then after(U,--p(c)) must hold as well. This suggests the following update dependent specialized forms for C:
Note that they are in principle obtained like ground static constraints are specialized. Definition 12 formalizes this observation.
Definition i2:
Let C be a universally quantified range-restricted formula Vx R[x] =~ F[x] such that R.
[x] is a range for x, F[x] is a formula containing x as free variable, and no existential quantifiers occur in C. S(C) is the set of formulas obtained from C as follows. For each atom A occurring in C, S(C) contains a formula:
Vx resulting-removal(U, A) ^ after(U,R[xk/f~o) . after(U, f[x],/f~o) if A occurs in C with positive polarity Vx resulting-insertion(U, A) A after(U, R[x]A/,,~,) =~ after(U, F[x]a/t~, )
if A occurs in C with negative polarity where an expression GA/x is obtained from a formula G by replacing the atom A by x.
Applying this definition to the constraint C = Vx p(x) =~ -N(x) produces the formulas:
Vx [ resulting-insertion(U, p(x)) =~ after(U, ~q(x)) l Vx [ resulting-insertion(U, q(x)) A Mter(U, p(x)) @ false ]
Although the second formula is not identicM with the one mentioned above, it is equivalent to it.
Proposition 2 establishes the soundness of Definition 12.
Proposition 2:
Let KB be a knowledge base, let U be an update of KB, and let C = Vx R[x] =~ F[x] be a static integrity constraint such that KB ~-C.
KBu ~-C if and only if KB U after(U, KB) F F, for all F e S(C)
[Proof: By structural induction on R and F.]
Consider finally an existential statement C = 3x p(x). Intuitively, any resulting removal of a p fact may affect it, since we do not know for which values C is true in the knowledge base prior to the update. Therefore, the dynamic constraint associated with C is:
Vx resulting-removal(U, p(x)) =~ after(U, 3x p(x))
Similarly, if D = 3x p(x) A -~q(x) is a static integrity constraint satisfied in KB, the following statements are necessary conditions for the truth of D in the updated knowledge base KBu:
(1) Vx resulting-removal(U, p(x)) ::~ after(U, 3x p(x) A ~q(x)) Vx resulting-insertion(U, q(x)) =} after(U, 3x p(x) A -~q(x)) (2) Vx resulting-removal(U, p(x)) A -~q(x) =e-after(U, 3x p(x) A -,q(x)) Vx resulting-insertion(U, q(x)) A p(x) =~ after(U, 3x p(x) A -~q(x))
It is not an easy matter to decide whether (1) or (2) is more efficient to evaluate. The overhead introduced by computing more restrictive premisses may very well be significantly bigger than the gain it brings. It is beyond the scope of this article to propose a strategy or a heuristic for making this choice. Moreover it seems preferable to define such a choice method for general queries, not only for integrity verification.
In order to be capable to express possible choices, without committing ourselves to one of them, we rely on a meta-predicate 'option'. Our example becomes:
Definition 13 formalizes this notation:
Definition 13:
In a theory T, if F ~ H holds if and only if F A G :~ H holds, then the expression F A option(G) =~ H denotes either formula.
We shall use the notation of Definition 13 with a theory T consisting of a knowledge base KB which satisfies its static integrity constraints. Definition 12 can be generalized as follows:
Definition 14:
Let C be a range-restricted closed formula. S(C) is the set of formulas obtained from C as follows. For each atom A occurring in C, S(C) contains a formula: V* resulting-removal(U, A) :ez after(U, CA/f~lse) if A has positive polarity in C and does not occur within the scope of an existential quantifier V* resulting-insertion(U, A) ~ after(U, CA/t~e) if A has negative polarity in C and does not occur within the scope of an existential quantifier V* resulting-removal(U, A) h option(CA/t~e) =~ after(U, C) if A has positive polarity in C and occurs in the scope of an existential quantifier V* resulting-insertion(U, A) A option(Ca/f~ase) ~ after(U, C) if A has negative polarity in C and occurs in the scope of an existential quantifier where CA/x denotes the formula obtained from C by replacing A by x, and where V* F denotes the universal closure of a formula F.
In some cases, the generated option does not constrain the variables occurring in the resulting insertion or resulting removal. This is the case, for example, for C = 3x p(x) A Vy q(y) =~ s(x, y). One of the formulas obtained from C according to Definition 14 is:
Vz resulting-insertion(U, q(z)) A option(3x p(x)) after(U, 3x p(x) A Vy q(y) =~ s(x, y))
Since z does not occur in option(3x p(x)), this option expression does not constrain z and is therefore not worth considering.
The following result generalizes Propositions 1 and 2.
Proposition 3:
Let KB be a knowledge base, let U be an update of KB, and let C be a range-restricted static integrity constraint such that KB ~-C.
KBu F-C if and only if KB U {after(U, A) I KBu b A} ~-F, for all F E S(C)
[Proof: By structural induction on C.]
Query and integrity constraint languages are usually implicitly assumed to be 'rectified' -i.e., they forbid to use the same symbol for denoting two distinct quantified variables in two different parts of a same formula. Rectification forces to rewrite the following static integrity constraint We implicitly assume here that static integrity constraints are rectified.
Computation of Resulting Changes
In this section, we show how one can implement a hypothetical reasoning evaluator by means of deduction rules, in order to simulate query evaluation on an updated knowledge base, without actually performing the update. Such a query evaluator is needed, especially if concurrent,accesses to the knowledge base are allowed. Indeed, an update might be rejected -for example if it violates some integrity constraints. In order to avoid, or at least to minimize, periods of time during which a knowledge base may be inconsistent and therefore not accessible to other users, one has to delay performing updates until they are proven acceptable. Classical database systems rely on special procedures for simulating updated states. We show in this section, that this is not needed for knowledge bases.
As already observed in Section 3.1, resulting changes can be defined by the following meta-rules:
where F denotes a ground fact in the language s of the knowledge base KB under consideration and U the considered update of KB.
These rules may, however, be sometimes rather inefficient. The following proposition suggests an interesting improvement.
Proposition 4:
Let KB be a knowledge base and U an update of KB. Let A and B be two formulas in the language/:(KB) of KB.
The conjunction A A B is a resulting insertion if A (B, resp.) is a resulting insertion and B (A, rasp.) is true in KBu.
The conjunction A A B is a resulting removal if A (B, rasp.) is a resulting removal and B (A, rasp.) is true in KB.
[Proof." By definition, A A B is a resulting insertion (removal, resp.) if A A B hold (does not hold, rasp.) in the updated database KBu but does not hold (holds, rasp.) in KB. Proposition 4 follows.]
By Proposition 4, one can define resulting insertions by means of the following meta-rules:
resulting-insertion(U, F) ~ to-be-inserted(F) resulting-insertion(U, F) ~ after(U, rule(F e--B)) A resulting-insertion(B) resulting-insertion(U, A A B) ~ resulting-insertion(U, A) A after(U, B) resulting-insertion(U, A A B) ~ after(U, A) A resulting-insertion(U, B)
where the meta-predicate 'rule' ranges over the deduction rules. In a similar way, one can refine the definition of resulting removals, as well as resulting insertions and removals of general formulas containing disjunctions, quantifiers, etc.
Specialization as Partial Computation of Changes
In general, static integrity constraints cannot be represented by means of deduction rules since they may express conditions like disjunctive, existential, and negative statements that are not expressible in the formalism of deduction rules. However, the negation of such conditions can be expressed in terms of deduction rules. In other words, deduction rules can be used for expressing forbidden properties.
Consider for example a negative integrity constraint C = -~p(a) precluding that p(a) holds. Relying on the propositional variable 'false', on could express it by means of the deduction rule:
C is violated as soon as 'false' is derivable. Similarly, a disjunctive integrity constraints q(b) V r(c) could be represented by the following deduction rule:
false ~----,q(b) A --r(c) l~elying on negation in the same way gives rise to expressing existential constraints. For example, the integrity constraint 3x p(x) could be represented by:
If integrity constraints are represented in such a manner as conditions for 'false', detecting if an update U to a knowledge base KB violates integrity constraints corresponds to determining whether 'false' is an insertion resulting from U. Moreover, the specialization of integrity constraints with respect to updates described in Section 3.1 reduces -under this representation of integrity constraints -to a computation of resulting changes.
4 Literature Overview
From Early Work to General Methods
In this section we want to illustrate the main developments in the field of integrity verification between 1974 and 1983. An evolution can be noticed from the realization that it might be a good idea to centrally impose the integrity of a database, via languages to do so, over special purpose techniques to efficiently test some specific constraints, to generally applicable methods to automatically simplify and evaluate constraints when updates are carried out.
One of the earliest papers addressing the issue of integrity constraints in databases is [Flo74] . The author notices that in computerized databases, the consistency of the stored data with the world that is represented, can best be preserved through the statement of logical constraints. He discerns between static and dynamic integrity constraints and remarks that integrity can best be maintained by checking the constraints when an update is carried out. Moreover, he indicates the possibility of using a kind of theorem prover to derive simplified constraints, but rejects the feasibility of such an approach in practice. Instead, the database designer is given the responsibility for formulating simple tests that can be efficiently evaluated. This process can also involve restructuring the database in such a way that checking certain constraints becomes easier.
Similar ideas can be found in [HM75] . In this paper, a distinction is made between domain and relation constraints. For each type, a rather abstract language, which is independent of any particular database system, is proposed in which constraints can be expressed. In this language, it is possible to state conditions that must be enforced, when to do so and which actions have to be taken when a violation occurs. Interesting for us is the fact that a large part of the responsibility for the decision when a particular constraint must be tested, rests with the person that formulates it. Moreover, no automatic simplification of constraints is incorporated. They must simply be formulated in a way that enables efficient testing.
In [Wil80], an approach is described to enhance existing databases with integrity checking capabilities. Again, the core of the methodology is a language in which integrity constraints, violation actions, costs and several other aspects can be specified. It incorporates facilities to indicate by which updates a constraint can be violated and how it must be instantiated when it is evaluated. It is the constraint designer who uses these facilities and who has to make sure that the actual behaviour of the system is efficient and in agreement with what was intended.
A different approach is taken in [$to75]. Here, the formalism of the query language QUEL is used to formulate a way of treating a restricted class of integrity constraints with more automatization.
The database designer formulates constraints as universally quantified QUEL assertions. These can be divided in classes of increasing complexity. For each class, Stonebraker gives algorithms to modify insert-or replace-statements in such a way that the re~ulting database satisfies the constraints (if they were satisfied before the change was affected). Removals do not need attention because they cannot violate the constraints of the restricted form treated (except in the most complex case, and then no transaction modification is proposed anyway). These transformations can be executed automatically and result in quite efficiently executable tests, at least in the less complex cases. Finally, it must be noted that a replace-statement, although specified separately, is in fact more or less treated as a removal followed by an insertion.
It is interesting to compare the point of view taken in [Sto75] with the one we find in [GM79]. In the latter article, a procedural update language is proposed and integrity constraints are formulated as logic statements. Supposing they hold at the start of the transaction program, it is then proposed to use Hoare's program proving logic to investigate whether they can be demonstrated to hold at the end. In other words, at compile-time, transaction specifications would be checked for compliance with the integrity constraints, but they would not be modified. If a transaction program does not pass the test, it is simply not executed. A drawback of such a method seems to be the fact that each user writing transaction programs must explicitly pay attention to all integrity constraints that might be relevant. If he does not, it will be impossible for the system to prove that his program cannot violate integrity. In [Sto75] on the other hand, transaction programs are automatically transformed in such a way that they do not violate constraints. Of course, it must be noted that the class of transactions and constraints treated in [GM79] is more general than those addressed in [Sto75].
Finally, we can also mention [CD83] . In this paper, a more elaborate constraint checking facility for the database system INGRES is discussed and compared with the technique proposed in [Sto75].
An early paper about integrity constraints in deductive databases is [NY78]. Static and dynamic integrity constraints in the form of clauses are discussed. And the issues involved in working with (static) constraints together with derivation rules in one system are addressed. Two types of derivation rules are considered : Query-rules, which leave the defined facts implicit, and generationrules, which are used in such a way that all derivable information is explicitly stored. As far as checking integrity is concerned, results are stated that allow to determine which constraints have to be checked when updates are performed. But nothing is said about possible simplifications of the identified constraints.
Some authors have considered restricted classes of constraints. And developed specialized techniques to test them efficiently.
[BBC80], e.g., addresses the problem of maintaining constraints that are closed tuple calculus formulas involving two tuple variables, at most one of which is existentially quantified. Moreover, the main part of the constraint is supposed to be a comparison (_) between some attributes of the tuples involved. As updates, single tuple insertions or removals are considered. The use of Hoare's program verification logic is proposed to verify that certain updates cannot violate certain constraints. For the remaining update-constraint pairs easily verifiable sufficient conditions for consistency are derived. These involve keeping extra aggregate data (minima and maxima) about the data stored in the database. A method is given to decide which data must be stored, how integrity constraints can be tested and how the stored data can be kept up to date.
The subject of [ReiS1] is also rather specialized : How to treat type constraints in (a kind of) deductive databases. The author describes how typed formulas can be transformed into a set of formulas which is more manageable in the database. In this process, the constraints on types are also checked.
Finally, [Fdd81] can be mentioned as an example of a paper where an extremely specialized technique is used to treat one particular kind of constraint. Within an entity-relationship framework, it is described how one can efficiently test constraints demanding that for every entity of a certain type El, there must exist an entity of type E2 that has a certain relation with it.
Other papers address the problem of finding general methods which can be applied to simplify and evaluate a broad class of constraints, independently from any particular system.
A first step in this direction seems to have been taken in [HK78] . There, it is proposed to analyze the influence that given updates can have on given integrity constraints. The result of this analysis would be conditions that can efficiently be tested at run-time. Different tests would be generated and a choice which alternative it is best to actually evaluate under the run-time circumstances would be made by a query optimizer.
Two articles that present more details are [WSK83] and [FW831. In [WSK831, an extensive classification of integrity constraints is given. All constraints are (universally quantified) tuple calculus formulas. They are classified according to criteria such as : What is constrained, when they have to be invoked, how strict the conditions are they impose, how many tuples are involved.
Algorithms are given to decide on whether constraints need testing given certain updates, to facilitate testing of constraints with functions such as sum, average, maximum. Finally, much attention is given to the subject of testing constraints at the end of complex transactions. Different methods to do this, involving early testing and/or protocoLling are described and compared. We find different aspects treated in [FW83] . A general purpose declarative constraint language is proposed which would enable formulating (universally quantified) static integrity constraints in a kind of function-free binary predicate logic. The wish to keep the consistency of a set of formulas decidable is the reason for these strong restrictions. The main part of the paper addresses the question of how one can identify and instantiate constraints that need testing when an update is carried out.
But the two probably most influential papers that addressed these issues around the same time, are [Nic79] and [BlaS1]. Nicolas treats integrity constraints formulated as first order logic formulas in prenex conjunctive normal form. He is the first one to point out the importance of having the range restricted property for integrity constraints. He proposes algorithms to decide which constraints must be checked when an insertion or removal is effected. And he shows how an affected constraint can often be instantiated and simplified in order to produce conditions which can, in the updated database, be more efficiently checked than the original constraint. Several alternative algorithms are given that produce either more conditions that are more instantiated or less conditions that are less instantiated. And a generalization of the method to transactions consisting of several removals and/or insertions is discussed. Although this paper presented a major step towards clear, general methods for the efficient treatment of integrity constraints, it does of course have its limitations. The main one is probably the fact that no methods are given to derive simplified tests for constraints that are affected through existentially quantified variables (or universally quantified variables within the scope of existentially quantified ones To conclude this section, we give a few comments on [Laf82] . The subject of this paper is not the simplification of integrity constraints but when to test them. And, in this respect, a somewhat special view is taken. "Integrity dependencies" are introduced. These signalize for constraints which relations can be changed and which not, when they are violated (to recover from the violation). And these dependencies can be used for improving the efficiency of automatic integrity checking. For in some cases the verification of a constraint can be delayed until dependent relations occurring in it, are queried. In this way some of the checking work is done at data access time instead of at update time. Some simulations are discussed and the conclusion is that the proposed technique is particularly suitable for applications with a high update rate.
Specialization Methods in Deductive Databases
In this section, we present a comparative overview of papers presenting methods to deal with integrity constraints in deductive databases. We have made this selection because most of these papers are closely related to each other and together are a good illustration of a number of issues we wish to address. However, it should have become clear to the reader from the rest of this paper that we do not believe there exists any real difference between handling integrity constraints in relational and in deductive databases. Therefore, through future work, certainly other relewnt recent papers will be included in this discussion.
In [AMM85], two methods to treat integrity constraints in (negation-free) deductive databases are proposed. The first is simply to evaluate the formulas: They must give "true" as a result. The second consists in modifying the facts and rules in the database in such a way that no information that violates the constraints can be derived. Notice that this can have remarkable consequences. Take, e.g., the constraint that every department must have a manager. If we then have a department in the database for which no manager is known, this method will not signal this fact, but simply pretend that department is not existing! Most other papers contain a generalization of the method described in [Nic79]: They describe techniques to simplify integrity constraints with respect to updates and evaluate these simplified formulas to determine whether the updates violate constraints. We believe the main differences between most of these methods can be found in two aspects:
| How are resulting changes computed?
9 Is constraint simplification and evaluation treated as part of the computation of resulting changes or is it regarded as a separate process?
Therefore, in our discussion, we will concentrate on these two issues. Like in earlier sections of this paper, we will speak about an update U. The database before the update is effected will be denoted KB. And the one that would result from performing the update, KBu.
[Dec86] presents a method where only real (ground) changes are propagated. [TKW85] and [LT85] contain elements of an integrity checking method that has been fully worked out in [LST87] . The method presented here, differs from the one described in [Dec86] in that it does not consider the factbase (the explicitly defined ground facts in KB) while deriving resulting changes. It propagates updates through rules, trying to instantiate resulting changes with constants or terms from the explicitly given update. No idleness or phantomness tests are performed, therefore less constraining premisses can be generated than possible. Consider for example a static integrity constraint C = Vx p(x) =~ q(x). In presence of the rule p(x) ~ q(x, y) A r(y) and of the insertion of r(a), the method evaluates C in the updated database KBu, instead of an expression equivalent to Vx resulting-insertion(U, p(x)) =~ after(U, q(x)). Resulting change patterns -p(x) in our example -are taken to indicate which constraints must be (possibly) instantiated and evaluated. The authors propose a subsumption test for derived change patterns in order to avoid infinite loops. And they notice even this might not be completely satisfactory when complex terms with functors occur as arguments of predicates.
In [BD88] and [BDM88], an approach is described which has much in common with the previous one. But, for derived change patterns~ affected constraints are not simply evaluated. Instead, there is a check first to see whether any instances of the pattern are indeed changes which are phantom nor idle. And only for each such instance is the simplified constraint evaluated. In the example considered above, a dynamic constraint similar -up to the names of predicates -to Vx resulting-insertion(U, p(x)) =~ after(U, q(x)) is tested. A further distinguishing characteristic of this approach is the fact that its presentation relies heavily on the use of meta-programs. A short Prolog program is given for generating dynamic constraints from static ones. The hypothetical reasoning of Section 3.2 is given in these articles. The use of meta-programs adds an extra amount of flexibility, for one can imagine different strategies to execute these programs -see further. Finally, we can notice that compilation issues are given a lot of attention. Although only single tuple updates are explicitly cited in [BDM88], [BD88] shows how the very approach and programs given in [BDM88] also apply to set updates.
Another variant is presented in [AIM88]. Here, change patterns which affect constraints are tested for phantomness when they are insertions and for idleness in case of removals. In this way, they get a number of ground updates which are used to instantiate the constraints. For insertions, the instantiated constraints can be further simplified before being evaluated. In [AIM88], the claim is made that this method is superior to both the one proposed in [Dec86] and the one described in [LST87] . Although it is easy to attain a better performance than one of these two on a number of examples, and there might be even cases where both methods are beaten, it should be clear from this paper that we do not believe such a claim can hold true in general.
[DW89] shows yet another possible variant. When changes are propagated, there is always an immediate phantomness test for insertions. Derived deletions are checked for phantomness when it is discovered that they are involved in causing an addition. No idleness tests are performed, and therefore all computation can be done in the updated database KBu. An interesting aspect of the method is the rewriting of integrity constraints. The negations of integrity constraints are rewritten as derivation rules (according to the method proposed in [LT84]). And when we have an insertion of the head of such a rule, integrity is violated. (This explains their particular choice concerning when to perform phantomness tests.) In this way, the computation of resulting changes and the simplification and evaluation of integrity constraints is unified in the way addressed in Section 3.3.
One of the first approaches with this latter characteristic is described in [SK87] and [KSS87] . Integrity constraints are written as denials and a modified version of SLDNF-resolution is introduced to enable reasoning forwards from updates. Removals are always immediately checked for phantomuess and idleness. A phantorrmess test for insertions is also included. But exactly how and when it is performed depends on the computation rule which would be used. This introduces some flexibility that is lacking in most other proposals.
[MB88] combines the unified view on integrity checking and change propagation from the previous approach with the change propagation method proposed in [Dec86] . Moreover, the method is formulated in a set-oriented query evaluation framework. And compilation aspects are rather extensively addressed.
Within the same unified view, [MK88] stresses the fact that it is impossible to do well in all cases if you fix a global strategy for propagating changes. The authors illustrate with examples that it is necessary to be able to locally (at each particular step) choose between using a form of reasoning like in [Dec86] or like in [LST87] or somewhat in between. And they propose a formalism which would make this possible.
Most methods we discussed here, involve reasoning forwards from updates. Starting from explicitly given insertions and/or removals, resulting changes or patterns of possible resulting changes are computed. And finally, integrity constraints that might be influenced by these changes are evaluated. Whether or mat a unified view on these two aspects is taken does of course not make a difference here. The method proposed in [ABI89] on the other hand, at run-time avoids all reasoning starting from updates. Predicate dependencies are pre-compiled and used at run-time to make a first selection of constraints that might be violated. For only those constraints that contain a predicate (with the right polarity) dependent on an updated predicate can be affected. The thus identified constraints are then basically evaluated as any other query. There is one difference: The computation rule used is such that as soon as possible the given update is taken into account. And when there is a branch without the possibility for using the update clause (the goal does not contain any literal with a predicate depending on the update predicate), it is not further elaborated. In fact, the method as it is presented is rather limited and suffers from some inefficiencies. But it does remind one of the fact that it is not always a good idea to reason forwards from updates. In fact, it is preferable not to make a fixed commitment to either way of reasoning. In [BDM88] and [BD88] this independence is achieved by relying on recta-rules that can be evaluated backward as well as forward. The choice of the one or the other evaluation strategy -or of a combination of both -is left to the query evaluator.
Conclusion
In this report, we aimed at giving a comprehensive state-of-the-art in integrity verification. A first part of the report was devoted to describe in a unified formalism features that have been previously proposed in different papers and formalized in different ways. We have shown that the notion of deduction rules permits one to express general updates -in particular set and sequential updates. Deduction rules can also be used for describing the hypothetical reasoning necessary for efficiently processing integrity constraints in concurrent knowledge base systems. Finally, we have shown that the specialization of static integrity constraints can be viewed as a partial computation of the meta-rules defining the hypothetical reasoning. A second part of this report was devoted to comparing most of the proposals for integrity verification that have been published over the last years. This study still needs to be refined and, maybe, extended. It is a first attempt towards a better understanding of the extensive amount of literature which has been published on integrity verification.
